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Abstract 
The anti-jam technique of GPS is researched in the paper, a cascade anti-jam method is proposed, and it eliminates 
narrowband interference (NBI) in transform domain, and suppress the residual interferences with array processing 
method which utilizing Matrix decomposition.  
A spectrum slicing method is proposed as the frequency excision algorithm for NBI rejection in transform domain. 
After NBI elimination, the decomposition of matrix based on improved Jacobi algorithm which reduce computation 
is discussed. Simulation indicates that when wideband interference exists, narrowband interference can be detected 
and eliminated using the proposed method. Through simulation, it is tested that in multiple jam environment, the 
method has a better anti-jam capability then space-time adaptive processing (STAP) anti-jam method. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction 
The background of this paper is interference suppression of GPS receiver. Space-time processing 
(STAP) method [1] is a good choice, as it utilizes both spatial and temporal information, but the 
computation burden is large. To solve this problem, a cascade anti-jam method is proposed in this paper. 
The contribution of the paper lies on two: propose a method to detect NBI in the back ground of WBI 
(wideband interference); carry out Jacobi algorithm in pair to reduce the computation burden. Through 
using the method proposed in the paper, interferences can be eliminated thoroughly. 
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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2. NBI mitigation 
In this paper, antenna array is used to receive GPS signal, the received signal is composed of GPS 
signal, AWGN and the undesired interference, and it can be write as follows 
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Where ( )s n , S represent the GPS signal and its response on antenna array; ( )ij n , ia represent the i th 
interference and its antenna array response; ( )ij n can be both wideband or narrowband interferences, the 
wideband interference should be zero mean Gaussian noise, can be taken as the strong white Gaussian 
noise passing through a band pass filter; ( )nv is the zero mean Gaussian noise. 
Narrowband interference (NBI) suppression can be carried out with transform domain processing 
technique. Discrete Fourier transform is a mature solution to suppress in frequency domain. DFT assumes 
a periodic extension of a finite length sequence, if the samples of the input sequence are not periodic in 
the DFT's window of observation, a discontinuity occurs at the DFT's block boundary, this results in 
spectral leakage. To cancel the effect of spectral leakage, a window is used to apply a weighting factor to 
the input signal prior to computing the DFT. Windowing smoothes the discontinuities at the block 
boundary and therefore lessens the effect of spectral leakage, but it brings loss of signal energy. To solve 
this problem, Capozza [2] proposed an over lapped windowing method to compensate the loss of signal to 
noise ratio.  
Set the block size of Discrete Fourier Transform as N, and the windowing function as ( )nω , then the 
DFT of received signal can be write as follows 
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Where ( )r n and ( )X k  represent any channel of the received signal and its DFT. The proposed 50% 
overlap method [2] doubles the processing since it requires a second processing path that includes a 
window, forward FFT, excisor, and inverse FFT, as shown in Fig. 1. The advantage of the overlap 
processing is that it reduces the effect of the signal attenuation from the window on the output SNR. 
Fig 1 50% over lapped windowing DFT interference suppression flowchart 
The most difficult part of NBI cancellation is the frequency domain processing algorithm. The 
difficulty exists in detect and suppress narrowband interference in received signal when WBI exist. The 
spectrum is not flat as the spectrum of white noise. But if part of the spectrum approximate is flat or 
varies slightly, it can be viewed as white noise within that scope [3].  
Suppose the flat part of the received signal spectrum is selected, it is complex number sequence; it can 
be denoted as ( ) ( ) ( )r iX k X k jX k= + , where ( )rX k , ( )iX k respectively represent the real and imaginary 
part of ( )X k . ( )rX k and ( )iX k are independent identical Gaussian distributed variables, that is to 
say: 2(0, )rX N σ∼ , 2(0, )iX N σ∼ , so the amplitude of ( )X k , 2 2( ) ( ) ( )r iX k X k X k= + obey Rayleigh 
distribution, as follows 
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Suppose the detection threshold as T, then the probability of the ( )X k  amplitude exceeding the 
threshold can be denoted as follow 
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In the above equation, T is the variable, σ is a parameter, set the threshold as T aσ= , as the threshold 
varies, corresponding probability can be given, as the following table showed below 
Table 1 the probability of ( )X k  exceeding threshold 
T σ 2σ 3σ 3.5σ 4σ
{ ( ) }P X k T> 0.6065 0.1353 0.0111 0.0022 0.0003 
It can be seen from the table that the probability that ( )X k  exceed 3σ  is small, and probability 
exceed 3.5σ  is just 0.0022. The probability of ( )X k  exceeding 3.5σ  is very small, so when spectrum 
lines exceed the threshold, it can be considered that they are interfered by NBI. 
As stated above, to detect NBI, the spectrum of background noise needs to be flat, while the received 
signal spectrum is not flat in most situations, so a spectrum slicing method is adopted. To divide the 
spectrum to some segments, on the one hand, the segments of spectrum have a much higher probability to 
be flat, which makes the detection possible; while in other hand, as the segment is much shorter then the 
whole spectrum, the statistic property is worse. So a tradeoff is adopted, that is to incorporate some 
segments with adjacent square error to be one whole segment. Through this method, the incorporated 
segment of spectrum can be viewed as independent identical distributed variables, and as the length of the 
segment increases, its statistical property improved.  
There is one thing need to be indicated, that is when the NBI are buried in WBI, even if the top of the 
NBI can be detected, the part of the NBI spectrum that buried can not be detected, to solve this problem, 
spread the scope of spectrum and set it to zero. 
Summarizing the above analysis, the steps to suppress NBI in the background of wideband noise is 
concluded as follows: 
Step 1: divide the received signal spectrum to be K equal segments, the length of each segment is L.  
Step 2: estimate the standard error of the real part of each segment of spectrum.  
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Step 3: check all the spectrum lines, if its amplitude exceed ˆ3.5σ , set the lines to zero, for each 
segment of spectrum, carry out the same operation. 
Step 4: after processing all the spectrum lines which exceed threshold, estimate the standard error once 
more, and incorporate the segments which have nearly equal standard error to be one whole segment. 
Suppose the new number of segments is K ′ .
Step 5: in the K ′  segments of spectrum, carry out NBI detection and mitigation once more, when the 
NBI is buried in WBI, spread the scope of spectrum and set it to zero. 
The process NBI suppression would unavoidable induces loss of signal power, the NBI occupies 
narrow band of spectrum, the loss of is little, making little influence on the succeed processing. 
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3. WBI suppression 
In each channel, the received signal is processed in transform domain, after that, is mapped back to 
temporal domain. Suppose the NBI in the signal is suppressed, while the WBI still exist, array signal 
processing method is adopted to suppress the WBI.  
The classic Wiener filter can provide optimal anti-jam effect, but the expected signal can not be get 
easily, power inversion is used to solve this problem. According to the power inversion method, one 
channel of the received signal vector is taken as the expected signal, suppose it to be 0 ( )d n ; the other M-1 
channels is denoted as 0 ( )nX . Suppose that the weight vector is W , utilizing Wiener filter theory and 
Karhunen - Loeve decomposition, the optimized weight can be denoted as 
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Where
0X
R is the covariance matrix of 0 ( )nX , 0 0dXr is the correlation vector between the expected 
signal 0 ( )d n  and the received signal 0 ( )nX . iλ , 1,2, , 1i M= −"  are the the eigenvalues of 0XR .
From the equation, it can be seen that to solve the weight depends on eigenvalue iλ  and corresponding 
eigenvector.
The covariance matrix in this paper is conjugate symmetric, which is a Hermite matrix. Hermite matrix 
can be transformed into real symmetric matrix. The transformed matrix can be analyzed using Jacobi 
algorithm. 
Suppose that the Hermite matrix is i+B C , where B  is the real part，C  is the imaginary part, and 
T =B B , T = −C C , define a real symmetric matrix A  as below 
⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
B -C
A
C B
                                                                 (7) 
The eigenvalues of A  are equal to the eigenvalues of i+B C .
According to the classic Jacobi algorithm, an element above the diagonal is selected and be taken as 
the rotation element. Each time the element which has the biggest absolute value is chosen, and the 
corresponding rotation is carried out. After a sequence of rotations, the matrix approximate diagonal one. 
Then the diagonal elements are taken as the eigenvalues of the matrix.  
In this paper, Jacobi transformations are carried out in pair, operation burden is cut down by doing so. 
To analyze the proposed method, the matrix A is divided in the following form. 
1
5
3
7
86
42
Fig 2 division of the matrix 
The elements of the matrix satisfy three properties: (1) elements in area 2 and 8 are the same when 
they are in the same position in the triangle; (2) elements in area 3 and 4 are opposite in symmetry of the 
diagonal; (3) elements between 3 and 4 are zero, that is because T = −C C , which indicate that 0iic = ,
1, 2, ,i n= " . The elements below the diagonal have the same property.  
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According to the property stated above, the pair of elements should be chosen in area 2 and 8, or in the 
area 3 and 4. To simplify the analysis, the elements in corresponding position of area 2 and 8 are taken as 
example. At a word, the advantage of binary Jacobi transformation can be concluded as: (1) it need not to 
sweep all the elements to select the rotation element, search it in the area 2 and 4 is enough; (2) the 
rotation angles generated in the Jacobi rotation in pair are equal; (3) the Jacobi rotation in pair can 
generate some equal elements; (4) after each pair of operation, the matrix distribution property keep not 
changed, which make it possible that succeeded operation be carried out in the same manner. Advantage 
(1) need not to prove, the other advantages will be proved in the following analysis. 
According to the Jacobi algorithm, a rotation element decides a corresponding rotation angle. Select a 
rotation element in area 2, suppose it to be pqa , p is the index of row, q is the index of column, it is easy 
to know that p q n< ≤ . Suppose that the rotate angle is 1θ , according to literal [4], there exist the 
following relationship between the rotation angle and the matrix elements. 
1cot 2 2
pp qq
pq
a a
a
θ −=                                                                     (8) 
After that, select a rotation element in area 8, apparently, it can be denoted as ,p n q na + + , suppose the 
rotation angle as 2θ , like the first rotation, there exist the following equation 
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−=                                                     (9) 
In the first rotate transformation, the elements , , ,, ,p n q n p n p n q n q na a a+ + + + + +  were not in the two rows or 
columns of ,p q , so they were not changed in the first transformation. There exist the following relations 
between , , ,, ,p n q n p n p n q n q na a a+ + + + + +  and , ,pq pp qqa a a .
, , ,, ,pp p n p n pq p n q n qq q n q na a a a a a+ + + + + += = =                                        (10) 
So the rotation angles in the pair of transformation are equal.  
Select a rotation element pqa  in area 2, carry out corresponding Jacobi rotation; then select the 
element ,p n q na + +  in area 8 as the rotation element and carry out the transformation too.  
Suppose (1)A  is the matrix after one Jacobi rotation, it can be wrote as follows 
(1) ( , ) ( , )Tp q p q=A R AR                                                   (11) 
Where ( , )p qR  represent the transformation matrix of Jacobi algorithm with the rotation element of 
pqa . As the rotation element is pqa ,  the Jacobi transformation only changes the elements of two rows 
and columns of ,p q . So there exist the following relationships 
(1) (1)
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                               (12) 
Suppose (2)A  to be the matrix after second transformation, the elements in the matrix using the same 
superscript. If the first selected rotation element is pqa , another element of the pair should be ,p n q na + + .
After the second transformation, elements of p n+  column can be denoted as 
(2) (1) (1)
, , ,cos sin , ,i p n i p n i q na a a i p n q nθ θ+ + += + ≠ + +                                (13) 
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(2) (1) 2 (1) (1) 2
, , , ,cos 2 cos sin sinp n p n p n p n p n q n q n q na a a aθ θ θ θ+ + + + + + + += + +                    (14) 
(2) (1) (1) (1) 2 2 (2)
, , , , ,( ) cos sin (cos sin )p n q n q n q n p n p n p n q n q n p na a a a aθ θ θ θ+ + + + + + + + + += − + − =                    (15) 
Apparently, the elements , , ,, ,p n p n p n q n q n q na a a+ + + + + +  did not change in the first Jacobi rotation, so the 
superscript can be cancelled. So equation (14) (15) can be denoted as 
(2) 2 2
, , , ,cos 2 cos sin sinp n p n p n p n p n q n q n q na a a aθ θ θ θ+ + + + + + + += + +                    (16)
(2) 2 2 (2)
, , , , ,( ) cos sin (cos sin )p n q n q n q n p n p n p n q n q n p na a a a aθ θ θ θ+ + + + + + + + + += − + − =                (17) 
According to the equation (10), it can be deduced that 
(2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1)
, , ,, ,p n p n pp p n q n pq q n q n qqa a a a a a+ + + + + += = =                          (18) 
In equation (13), suppose that 1, 2, , 2i n n n= + + " , it can be seen that (1),i p na +  and (1),i q na +  did not change 
in the first transformation, so the superscript can be cancelled too. So equation (13) can be denoted as 
follow
(2)
, , ,cos sin , , ,i p n i p n i q na a a i n i p n q nθ θ+ + += + > ≠ + +                            (19) 
Suppose i n j= + , the above equation can be denoted as 
(2)
, , ,cos sin ,j n p n j n p n j n q na a a j nθ θ+ + + + + += + ≤                                     (20) 
According to equation (10), the above equation can be denoted as 
(2) (1)
, , ,cos sin cos sin ,j n p n j n p n j n q n jp jq jpa a a a a a j nθ θ θ θ+ + + + + += + = + = ≤                    (21) 
From the above equation, two conclusion can be extracted: (1) after a pair of transformations 
suggested in the paper, the according elements in area 2 and 8 keep equal; (2) the elements in area 8 after 
a pair of transformations are the same with that in area 2 after the first transformation, so the elements in 
area 8 need not to be calculated, it saves much computation capacity. When apply the same method to 
area 3 and 4, similar conclusions can be extracted, elements in area 3 and 4 can keep opposite too.  
In the classic Jacobi algorithm, the rotation element is chosen one by one among the elements above 
the diagonal. In this paper, only the area 2 and 4 are needed to be considered, select the element which 
has the biggest absolute value, carry out a Jacobi rotation, then find the in pair element according to the 
proposed method in this paper, carry out Jacobi transformation too, continue the process until the matrix 
approximate diagonal matrix.  
Eigenvectors can be computed during the above process. Suppose in the k th transformation, the 
eigenvectors construct a matrix, denote it as kV , in the computation of kV , not all the elements of the 
matrix need to be updated, only the elements of the two rows and columns of ,p q  need to be updated. 
Denote kV  as 
( )[ ]kijv , the update equation are as follows 
( ) ( 1) ( 1)
( ) ( 1) ( 1)
( ) ( 1)
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sin cos 1,2, , 2
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k k k
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k k k
iq ip iq
k k
ij ij
v v v
v v v i n
v v j p q
θ θ
θ θ
− −
− −
−
⎫= +
⎪= − + =⎬
⎪= ≠ ⎭
"                                               (22) 
The matrix kV  can be denoted as 1 2 2[ , , , ]nv v v" , where iv  represent the eigenvector corresponding 
to the ith eigenvalue. Apparently, j j nλ λ += , j j n+=v v , where j n≤ , so only half of kV , 1 2[ , , , ]nv v v"
need to be calculated.  
After the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed, put them in equation (6), then the optimal 
weight is gained. 
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4. Simulations  
In the simulations, 4 elements Nucleus Uniform Circular Array is adapted, the radius of the circular 
array is / 2d λ= , λ  is the wavelength of the received signal. The incident angle of the expected signal is 
( 0 ,30D D ), where the first in the bracket is azimuth angle, the second is elevation angle, all the pair of 
incident angles are arranged in the same manner. The SNR is about -21dB.  
Suppose there are two wideband interferences, the incident angles of them are ( 70 ,45D D ), ( 280 ,50D D ),
their 3db bandwidths are about 1MHz, the central frequency of the interferences aim at the central 
frequency of the receiver. There are two narrowband interferences with the bandwidth of about 20k，the
center frequency of them are 1.6MHz, 2.8MHz, the accordingly unitary position of frequency are 0.4, -0.3. 
A continue wave interference, the frequency is 0.2MHz, the accordingly unitary frequency is 0.05. The 
incident angles of all the interferences are ( 160 ,45D D ), ( 220 ,60D D ), ( 250 ,40D D ), the SNR of all 
interference are set as 30dB. 
Utilizing the proposed method to detect and suppress NBI, suppose the block length for FFT 
processing is 2048, divide it into 16 segments, then the length of each segment is 128L = . Implement 
NBI detection and suppression on each segment of frequency spectrum, then estimate the standard error 
of them, incorporate the segments with similar standard error into one new segment, after that, implement 
NBI suppression to the new formed segments of spectrum, finally, if the NBI lie within the scope of WBI, 
spread the scope width and set it to zero . The graph below shows the process. 
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Fig 3 the effect of NBI cancellation process  
Within the above figure, (a) is the spectrum of the received signal after windowing; (b) is the 
incorporated spectrum after NBI suppression in every segments of spectrum, it can be seen from the 
graph that some part of spectrum without NBI is affected, which can be considered as false alarm; (c) 
display the standard error in each segment of spectrum, according to it, all the segments of the spectrum 
can be incorporated into some new segments, from the figure, it can be seen that segments 1~5, 7~10, 
12~16 can be incorporated, as the spectrum is end to end, segment 12~16, 1~5 can be incorporated into 
one whole segment too; (d) is the final spectrum after processing, it can be seen that the NBI are 
cancelled thoroughly, and no false alarm occurred. 
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The anti-jam performance of the cascaded filtering is reflected after WBI suppression. The incident 
direction, bandwidth, and center frequency of the WBI and the incident direction of signal are the same 
with the above simulation. Take two scenes into consideration: (1) one wideband interference; (2) two 
wideband interferences. In each scene, narrowband interferences or continue wave interferences are 
increased one by one, extract the according SNR. The azimuth angles of the interferences are spaced in 
proportional spacing, while the elevation angles are all supposed as 45D . The cascaded filtering is 
compared with STAP [1], where 4P = , the result is shown as below 
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Fig 4 NBI suppression performance between different algorithms 
The simulated figures above denote that the proposed cascaded anti-jam filtering has a better 
performance then the STAP method, especially when narrowband interferences increase. And besides, the 
cascaded algorithm consumes much less resources in realization that is because the STAP generally 
indicates large matrix decomposition, no doubt, it occupies much more resources then cascaded algorithm. 
5. Conclusion 
A cascaded algorithm to suppress both narrowband and wideband interferences is proposed in the 
paper. To detect NBI in the background of WBI, the spectrum of received signal is divided into some flat 
segments, by doing so, NBI can be detected because the amplitude of NBI spectrum lines don’t satisfy 
Rayleigh distribution. After suppression of NBI, the received signal is processed utilizing power inversion 
method, which need matrix decomposition. An improved Jacobi rotation is proposed in this paper, by 
which, computation capacity is cut down in a considerable amount. The simulation proves that: (1) the 
NBI can be detected and suppressed in little loss of signal energy; (2) compared with STAP method, the 
cascaded works better, especially when NBI increases. 
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